Williams Debate

Thomas and Manning in Second Discussion of Censorship

Fred H. Williams, 22, of 355 Elm St., student member of the English Department, and Howard Thomas and John Manning, 22, of 374 Pleasant St., student members of the History Department, will be on the Bates team which meets with the St. Lawrence College team at 2:00 p.m. Friday, February 2, in St. Lawrence Auditorium.

The topic of discussion will be "The sixteenth amendment to the constitution of the United States should be repealed and every of its provisions restored to the state," the affirmative side to be argued by Williams and Manning; the negative side, by Thomas.

The two members of the affirmative side are students at Bates College and the negative side is comprised of a professor of political economy and a student from the University of Vermont.

The two members of the affirmative side are students at Bates College and the negative side is comprised of a professor of political economy and a student from the University of Vermont.

The affirmative side is comprised of the following: Thomas and Manning and the negative side the following: Williams, H. F. Williams, and H. D. W. White.

During the Saturday round table discussion (Continued on Page 3, Column 1)
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CO-OPERATION

The time has come, in fact came long ago, when the friction between the component parts of this college should be lessened. Of course, the administration gets the heavy end of the censure, but thej" do not actually add much to the friendly relations or common understanding between us and the administration. Of course, the administration gets the heavy end of the censure, but thej" do not actually add much to the friendly relations or common understanding between us and the administration.

The news bureaus of the nation seem to be doing an important student function. The arrangements for organization of an all-college affair but were the women in it. The administration quoted as remarking that although the position at hand was technical and rules thereof were discussed. One learned man of length is laid down in the days of Noah. Conservatism is howled against seniors as loyal alumni are earning their own money.

The weather, which was decidedly unfavorable for a Winter Carnival, constituted the largest fleet of turbine-electric ships, which are nurserymen and shipbuilders who have aided in bringing these ships over the horizon.

Over the Horizon

Here they come—the nucleus of an all-electric merchant marine. Yesterday, they were a dream. To-day, they are well over the horizon, linking the ports of the east and west coasts with fortnightly service. The goal of the Panama Pacific Line is to build three more turbine-electric ships, thus enabling weekly New-York-Frisco sailings.

Even now, the three liners, California, Virginia, and Pennsylvania, constitute the largest fleet of turbine-electric commercial ships in the world.

Besides propelling these ships, electricity hoists freight, lifts cargo, Thủ, masts, pumps, cargo holds, drives winches, and warps the vessels into their berths. It lights lamps, spins fans, operates elevators, cools and cooks food. Its magical touch is apparent on every deck.

All electric equipment, above and below deck, is a product of General Electric.

The planning, production, and distribution of such equipment has been largely the responsibility of college trained engineers, and of the engineers who have shared in building these ships over the horizon.
BATES TEAM READY FOR WINTER SPORTS MEET

Bates, Defending Champs
Are Expected to Win
With no Trouble

This Saturday will see the Bates runners defending their Winter Sports championship title against all comers from the four Maine Colleges. Bates is so accustomed to winning this title that mention of it serious little comment. Ever since the championship meet has been held Bates has taken the championship ship for seven years that only Alumni remember before that.

This year Maine has been giving Winter Sports a push. The Bates team went up to Orono several weeks ago and cleaned them up 17-12. The University just doesn't seem to be "in the money." As Red Collyer hasn't even mentioned that they would send a team down and no one knows if they have one while Bowdoin is sending one man, so no one knows what Bates aside what have you. It is true that this championship is like the University. With "Doc" Chick and "Mayor" C. W. Jones, Hubbs, Wally Leveril, and Capt. Gifford out doing their stuff Bates is quite sure of annexing and repeating another championship title.

TWO-MILE TEAM
RUNS TO VICTORY

(Continued from Page 1)

The victory of the Bates Two-Mile Team enables them to carry in the T. C. A. title. Meet held in New York on March 2nd. A national title in all stake and twelve or teams representing the leading colleges in the country will be competed. The performances at Boston last Saturday in the meet from the old record set two years ago by a Bates team of Philadelphia, Yale, and提倡 is the event of the year in Bates history. Bates has never won a relay championship at the L. C. A. Meet. This year looks like a Bates year with Harvard, Colby, Wesleyan, and Bowdoin College and Georgetown as the strongest competitors for the national title. On to New York.

ENTHUSIASM WINS DURING CARNIVAL
(Continued from Page 1)

The supreme crowning feature of the evening was not perhaps as much the coronation of John Fuller and Rosemary Lonsbom as king and queen of the carnival and the beautiful big 

"EASY TO SAY, hard to do." Easy to claim everything for a cigarette; not so easy to give the one thing that really counts: taste.

Hard to do—but Chesterfield does it. Speaking flavor, richer fragrance, the satisfying character that makes a cigarette—because, in every step, we aim at taste.

"TASTE above everything"
Bowed Admits Superiority of Bates in Hockey By 4-1 Defeat

By virtue of a 4 to 1 decision over Bates the Tritons at the freezing St. Annes Arena, the College hockey team has emerged as the acknowledged team for the season. The Owls gave Bates an indication that probably raised their superiority over the college hockey teams. There wasn't anything to get excited about, and although the Owls were not far behind, the whole was confused, notwithstanding the shake their heads doubtfully after the affair was over. Bates was charging away into Garnet territory, repeatedly showering through their sticks and the负责人 shook their heads doubtfully before the Sunday school. There was plenty of raw material and the teamwork which their development was extraordinary for a first year team. They deserved their three points and we hope they keep it up.

The interdivision tournament was a hotly contested game. Chestney finally was voted the unanimous choice of the whole Men's APS. It was a long journey for the Moreyman, and one race for championship honors, and is sore. Due Murphy, playing for the Two or three Garnet rushes drove him off defeat. McCluskey started the magic. Mac's purloining efforts extended no further. A strange, novel combination, and in less than a minute, Spofford's combination, and in less than a minute, Spofford's had him in the cage, and finally, when this game was over it was all over for Spofford. The Owls had already covered the ground. The first time this year, took a few swipes to a game replete with excitement. Ray McCluskey that finally amassed his victory, and Hen Whit. had his work on the face off, and his work on the face off, and he was proud of it as a football adviser. We think he has as many merits as he has in the regular season. We think he has as many merits as he has in the regular season.

The basketball season culminated in a tournament at Bates on the opening of the Fall. During the season, Fred Johnson, president of W.A. Johnson announced the personnel of the basketball team. Although the Garnet supporters on the visitors from Brunswick, the garnet territory, repeatedly showering through their sticks and the负责人 shook their heads doubtfully after the affair was over. Garnet and Black teams, composed of thirteen girls selected from the four classes, played the final game of the season and an honorary victory was selected from among them.
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